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I. Vocabulary and Idiomatic Expressions: Choose the best answers for the following questions 

(30%, 2 points for each question) 

1. His diligence and solid research are _____ to being promoted to the rank of a full professor in the 

Department of Linguistics. 

A. conducive            B. responsible           C. fruitless         D. unnecessary 

2. Due to the severity of the COVID-19 pandemic, all foreigners entering Taiwan are subject to a 

fourteen-day ______ period requirement. 

A. guarantee             B. quarantine            C. commencement   D. graduation 

3. Complaints about spam have ___ over the past few years. 

A. extended             B. launched             C. skyrocketed       D. steered 

4. It is beyond ____ that “failure is the mother of success.” 

A. summary             B. conclusion            C. argument        D. controversy 

5. This country announces a ________ turn to the foreigners’ immigrant policy. 

A. hair dressing          B. hair style             C. haircut          D.  hairpin 

6. We must look for novel ideas and direction in order to achieve a _____. 

A. breakdown           B. break away            C. break through    D. breakup 

7. Psychology, as one of the academic _____, is the scientific study of mind and behavior. 

A. disciples             B. disciplines            C. deciphers        D. detraction 

8. According to the Random House Dictionary, a/an ____ is defined as "a person who works 

compulsively at the expense of other pursuits." 

A. work alcoholic        B. drug addict            C. athlete          D. idler 

9. We offer condolence to Mary because her mother just ____ three days ago. 

A. passed by            B. passed away           C. passed across     D. passed through 

10. He succeeds to overcome his difficulties ______. 

A. between all odds      B. beside all odds          C. against all odds   D. at all odds 

11. Elizabeth Chan is considered a/an ______ after being hired by the sales department of Sogo Department 

Store three days ago. 

A. black hand           B. red hand               C. white hand      D. green hand  

12. When the teacher raised a question in class, Stephen was the first student who ____ to answer it. 

A. broke the ice          B. broke loose            C. broke the bank   D. broke into a gallop 

13. Which the following best explains the meaning of “Every cloud has a silver lining”? 

A. Things will be worsened.             B. Things will become better. 

C. Things will be on the wrong track.      D. Things will lose control. 
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14. Which of the following proverbs best explains “A prompt, decisive action taken now will prevent 

problems later.” 

A. Practice makes perfect.               B. A stitch in time saves nine. 

C. Don’t run before you can walk.         D. There is no time like the present. 

15. Which of the following proverbs means “to take advantage of an opportunity as soon as it exists”? 

A. The squeaky wheel gets the grease.      B. Strike while the iron is hot.  
C. The early bird catches the worm.        D. You can’t have the cake and eat it. 

II. Reading Comprehension: (30%, 2 points for each question) 

In an age of globalization, collaboration and strategic alliances may be essential to success. Of 

course, these have traditionally been a number of ways to cooperate, including mergers in which two 

companies form a legal union, or a joint venture where several companies pool resources to create a 

separate entity. However, a strategic alliance is much less involved than either a merger or a joint venture. 

Quite simply, a strategic alliance is a mutual agreement between two or more companies in order to work 

more effectively toward their goals. This actually involves a plan to share resources for mutual benefit. 

For example, one company may have financial resources and another company may have technical 

expertise. By combining these resources, both companies would increase profit. In some cases, one 

company may possess a brand name that would provide a marketing advantage to another company 

whose product is relatively unknown but has huge sales potential. In other cases, international strategic 

alliances open new markets abroad to companies that have a product but lack expertise in advertising for 

that market segment. 

  As compared with other options for cooperation, the major advantage of strategic alliance is that they 

may be easily formed and easily dissolved, which makes them a perfect vehicle in a rapidly changing 

business environment. When a mutual goal has been attained, the alliance may no longer be beneficial, 

and, unlike mergers or joint adventures, which have more long-term implications, partners in an alliance 

can come together for short-term collaboration and then realign themselves with other strategic partners 

when the markets shift or new technologies require different strategies. 

1. According to the passage, which of the following titles best summarizes its key content? 

A. Benefits of Strategic Alliances between Companies in the age of Globalization 

B. Advantages of Market Shifts for Companies in a Global World 

C. Benefits of Strategic Plans to Share Resources in a Global World 

D. Advantages of Short-term Collaboration in a Global World 

2. Which of the following is NOT one of the profits for the strategic merge between companies? 

A. to pool resources to create a separate entity 

B. to maintain an everlasting alliance between companies despite situational changes 

C. to easily form and dissolve among companies 

D. to share resources for mutual benefits 
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3. Which of the following is a synonym for the word “alliance”? 

A. corporate          B. collaborative       C. cooperation               D. cooperative 

4. Which of the following factors changes the strategic alliance between companies? 

A. market shift        B. new technologies    C. attainment of a mutual goal   D. all of the above 

5. Which of the following statements is NOT TRUE about strategic alliance? 

 A. To fully utilize the limited resources of each company 

B. To open new markets abroad for companies 

C. To enhance the financial gains for companies 

D. To obstruct the marketing and sales potential for companies 

 

The International Olympic Committee (IOC) has established special rules to banning drugs to enhance 

performance since 1960. However, some athletes are experimenting with new drugs that are difficult to 

detect. The IOC forbids athletes from using steroids as strength builders. The most popular steroids are 

man-made forms of testosterone, a hormone already present in the body. 

 Another popular performance-enhancer is EPO. EPO, or erythropoientin, promotes red-blood cell 

production. These cells deliver oxygen throughout the body. The oxygen boost it provides can improve an 

athlete’s performance in a twenty-minute run by thirty seconds. In a marathon, it could give an athlete a 

four-minute advantage. EPO is dangerous because it can make the blood too thick for the heart to pump. 

 Human growth hormone (HGH), a third commonly used enhancer, is a naturally occurring amino acid 

which helps control growth from birth to adulthood. Genetically engineered HGH became available in 1985. 

Athletes use HGH to develop bigger muscles and then take steroids to strengthen the muscles. The drug is 

hard to detect because it passes out of the body in less than forty-five minutes. 

 The newest wave of performance enhancement is through a blood substitute called Hemopure. The 

effect of using Hemopure is similar to the effect of EPO. However, there is no current test that can detect 

Hemopure in the blood. 

 

6. Which of the following titles best summarizes the key content of the passage? 

A. Strength Builders for Athletes          B. Performance-Enhancing Drugs for Athletes 

C. Dangerous Drugs for Athletes          D. Human Growth Hormone Athletes 

7. According to the passage. which of the following drugs DOES NOT enhance athletes’ performance? 

A. steroid       B. homopure      C. human growth hormone     D. none of the above 

8. Which of the following is an antonym for the word “enhancement”? 

A. upgrade      B. betterment      C. reduction                D. improvement 

9. Which of the following statements is TRUE about the use of EPO? 

A. EPO decreases the red-blood cell production.   B. EPO accelerates the production of the red-blood cell. 

C. EPO neutralizes the red-blood cell.          D. EPO develops bigger muscles. 
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10. Which of the following drugs can be currently and extremely difficult to detect in the blood? 

A. HGH           B. EPO      C. Hempure        D. all of the above 
 

In business publications, lists like “The Best Companies to Work For” always attract a lot of attention. 

People enjoy reading these lists because they want to know how their own company compares to others. Or 

they want to clarify the reasons why they like—or dislike—their own workplaces. 

 What makes a company attractive to employees? Surveys show that the companies high on lists of the 

best employers have a few things in common apart from good salaries and generous benefits. One of these is 

that they allow their employees to work with colleagues that they like and get along with. Great employers 

don’t just hire the most talented people; they make sure that their employees are also professional, courteous, 

and cooperative. This is important, because it only takes one team member with an unpleasant personality to 

make life miserable for everyone in the office. 

 Great employers also constantly create chances for their people to excel. This require managers who are 

good at observing and communicating with their staff. Such individual attention is necessary in order to 

match workers with projects that will use their skills while also providing challenges. 

 But the most important aspect of a great employer is a little harder to define—it is a strong and positive 

corporate culture. The culture includes ethics. People want to work for a company that values excellence, 

honesty, and fairness, from the CEO down. Another part of a strong culture is an atmosphere of support; 

employees must feel that arrangement cares about them and wants them to succeed. 
 

11. According to the passage, which of the following titles best summarizes its key content? 

A. What Makes a Company Great to Work For 

B. The Most Important Aspect of a Great Employer 

C. The Characteristics of a Great Employer 

D. The Essential Qualities of a Great Employer 

12. Which of the following is NOT a reason why people want to work for a company? 

A. excellence        B. professionalism       C. honesty         D. fairness 

13. Which of the following characteristics is INCORRECT in describing a great employer? 

A. A great employer has a keen observation. 

B. A great employer provides opportunities for employees to excel. 

C. A great employer always wants to employ intelligent employees. 

D. A great employer has good communicative skill. 

14. Which of the following is a synonym for “to excel”? 

A. to surpass        B. to compete            C. to challenge      D. to fall behind 

15. Which of the following is NOT an employee’s personality that a good employer wants to look for? 

A. courteous        B. cooperative            C. professional      D. unpleasant 
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III. Sentence Order: Arrange the following sentences and put them into a logical and coherent 

                paragraph. (20%, 5 points for each question) 

(1) 1. Bill Gates, chairman of the Microsoft Corporation, says in his book The Road Ahead, “It’s great to 

 be alive.” 

2. However, to take advantage of the information revolution, everyone must know how to operate a 

computer. 

3. As incredible as it seems, there are still some people who are not familiar with the functions of a 

computer. 

4. He is referring to the coming of the information revolution, in which the ways we get and send 

information will change dramatically. 

5. With the new user-friendly computer models, learning how to use a computer is easy. 

6. Everyone will be connected via computers and huge amount of information will be at our fingertips. 

A. 135426            B. 146235        C. 165423        D. 142365 

 

(2)  1. Technology is continually making things smaller and more powerful. 

2. These devices are more expensive than regular cell phones, but they have many advantages. 

3. Size and capabilities are two of the ways that today’s computer differ from earlier models. 

4. This is particularly true of smartphones. 

5. Today’s cell phones are smaller, yet much more powerful than their predecessors. 

6. They help you stay organized, keep you informed and, of course, allow you to stay in touch with 

business contacts, friends, and family. 

7. The same is true of cell phones. 

A. 1654372          B. 1742345        C. 1375426       D. 1453267 

 

(3)  1. A problem that I am still trying to solve is my slow computer. 

2. The fact that I don’t have the money to buy more memory for my computer makes it difficult to 

solve this problem. 

3. The slowness of my computer first occurred after I updated my computer’s operating system. 

4. It also takes too much of my time to save a big file. 

5. In addition, it fails to function properly. 

6. I need to solve this problem because it takes too long for my computer to open programs. 

A. 146542          B. 162345          C. 153426        D. 136452 
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(4)  1. One kind of internet scam is fake e-shopping malls. 

2. He or she will try to lure people with low price. 

3.  Or the products do not match with their qualities described in the advertisement. 

4. When people try to complain, the website is no longer there. 

5. For example, a crook might set up a fake shopping site in this scam. 

6. People pay for the products, but the products are never delivered. 

A. 135624           B. 142635         C. 152634        D. 164532 

 

IV. Cloze Test: Choose the best answers to complete the meaning of each of the following paragraph 

 (20%, 2 points for each question) 

In his classic book The Interpretation of Dreams,    1    in 1900, Sigmund Freud identified wish 

fulfillment as the origin of many dreams. For example, a student who is    2    taking an important exam 

may dream about the exam, or, more likely, some type of symbol for the exam will appear in a dream. Since 

thoughts must be translated into concrete images, dreams are expressed in pictures rather than in words. 

Freud advanced the notion of dream symbols, that is, images with deep symbolic meaning. In the case of the 

exam, it might be expressed as an obstacle or    3   in a race. In Freud’s view, dreams have much   4    

daydreams. There is a wish that is forbidden or repressed in some way, and forces that oppose it. 

   5   dreams while sleeping, they offer a compromise, that is, a way for the wish to be expressed safely. 
1. A. publishing      B. published          C. to be published       D. publication 

2. A. concerned of    B. concerned with       C. concerned among      D. concerned at 

3. A. a success       B. a conflict          C. a hurdle             D. a dilemma 

4. A. in succession of  B. in a nutshell         C. in common with       D. in fulfillment of 

5. A. In addition      B. In accordance      C. In the case of           D. In sum of 

Many people consider hackers and crackers to be the same. Their names may sound funny,    6   

crackers malicious activities are not just pranks. Crackers sometimes    7    a company’s security codes 

and then exploit its computer systems    8   . Hackers, on the other hand, will report the    9    of the 

system in an efficient way, so the program can be patched. Hackers feel they are ethical programmers 

because they try to help the computer community.   10  , they create free software, which is called 

freeware. 

6. A. but            B. however         C. in spite               D. therefore 

7. A. figure out       B. picture          C. contend             D. argue 

8. A. legally         B. rational          C. illegally             D. irrationally 

9. A. vulnerable      B. successive        C. vulnerability         D. subsequent 

10.  A. Although      B. Since            C. In spite of           D. For example 

 


